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Hello, I’m very pleased to be here... 





...today, to talk to the... 





User Acquisition Society. My name 
is Richard Bartle... 





...and  I’m Professor of Computer 
Game Design at the University of 
Essex... 





...here in England. 





I’m a game designer, so know 
nothing about user acquisition. 





However, I do know about game 
design. 





In particular, I know massively-
multiplayer games inside-out... 





...and indeed outside-in. 





Today, I’m going to be telling you 
something about player types... 





...or “Bartle Types” as they are 
sometimes known, as I invented 
them. 





I developed these because 38 years 
ago, I... 





...and a friend, Roy Trubshaw... 





...together invented what are now 
called MMOs. 





That’s not what ours looked like, 
that’s World of Warcraft. Ours 
looked like this... 





Player types explain what people 
who play MMOs for fun find fun 
in them... 





...or not. Most people who play 
MMOs regard them as being 
basically games. 





We call these “achievers”. Some like 
the thrill of exploring somewhere 
new. 





We call these “explorers”. Some 
like hanging out with their 
friends. 





We call these “socialisers”. Finally, 
some like being jerks. 





We call these “killers”. We can 
plot these four types on a graph. 





The theory says that these four 
types are present in all MMOs... 





...so normally it’s illustrated with 
words, rather than mini-
screenshots. 





However, there’s evidence that these 
types are present in most games 
that have more than one player. 





An example of why the theory is 
used: GoPets carpet-bombed the 
social quadrant and did OK... 



Hello, I’m very pleased to be here... 



...But when they added content for 
achievers and explorers, their 
revenue doubled within a week. 



Hello, I’m very pleased to be here... 



You need a healthy mix of players 
for a healthy game... 





...because if you get the mix 
wrong, the players will leave. 





Player Type theory is used in other 
fields too, for example 
Gamification... 





So the reason I’m here is in case 
it’s useful for User Acquisition, 
too. 





let’s take a look at what each 
type likes and dislikes. 





Achievers like accomplishing things, 
which in MMOs means having 
visible markers of improvement. 





They loathe and despise anything 
that looks like pay-to-win … 
except when it’s them paying to 
win. 





Explorers like finding the new and 
working things out. 





They don’t like being late to the 
party and finding everything has 
been done already, so incremental 
change can help here. 





Socialisers like communicating. 
Give them plenty of opportunity to 
talk. It doesn’t have to be 
important talk, just accessible 
talk. 





Socialisers don’t like gated 
communities which are partitioned 
off from one another. 





Killers like – love – attention. They 
seek it through infamy. Socialisers 
are their natural prey. 





Killers don’t like being humiliated. 
Explorers are particularly good at 
defeating killers. 
 
Careful! Player Type theory is 
often misused. People will 
routinely give the wrong 
rewards... 





...such as achievement rewards to 
socialisers... 





...and calling achievers killers. 
 
Bullet-point-only users also don’t 
think much about balance. 





So, this has been a very fast 
overview of Player Types. 





It takes me three hours to teach 
the full theory to my students... 





...but I’m hoping you’ve had enough 
of a taste to know whether it’s 
going to be of interest to you or 
not. 



references 

• Extra credits 
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxpW2ltDNow 
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1drDuaQXm_U 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxpW2ltDNow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1drDuaQXm_U


This explains the theory far better 
than I can! 




